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Referee's report on the doctoral thesis written by

karolina prochownik
Outline
karolirra prochownik (kp hereafter) has written a thesis tlrat consists
of a short introduction,
four chaPters and a couple of pages of conclusions. Her
stated aim is to .,examine and
evaluate different accounts of the link between religion
and morality in the cognitive and
evolutionarY theories of religion." In particular, she examines
two approaches that she calls
cultural adaptationism and cultural epidemiology.
The first chaPter of tlre thesis introduces the reader to cognitive
science of religion, the
disciPline within which lie the approaches KP examines, and
to many of the basic concepts
that she will relY uPon in her book. The second chapter
has the aim of explaining the basics of
the debate between the cultural adaptationist and cultural
epidemiological approaches. The
third and fourth chaPters focus on each of those approach.,
in,u.n in order to discuss them in
detail and evaluate the evidence for them.

Language
While it is clear in reading the book that KP is not a native
speaker of English, the linguistic
infelicities are relativelY minor and at no point interfere with
understanding the points that Kp
wishes to make, She has a good grasp of scientific terminology
and uses it to clearly
communicate hęr points throughout the book. Likewise,
her text is wel] structuręd in terms of
individual Sentences and Paragraphs. The use of citations
and the bibliography are such as one
would require from a scientific work in this field.

kp

is to be commended for having taken the effoft to
write her doctoral dissertation in
English - a choice that most certainly raised difficulties
but is sure to help her work reach a
broader audience within the world scientific conrmunity,

structure
The first two chaPters of KP's thesis are for the
most pań scene-setting. For over a hundred
Pages, the reader is Presented with concepts and distinctions whose relevance
to any points
that KP will ultimatelY make is not necessarily
at ali clear. Indeed, in many cases, l would
argue that the concePts and distinctions she explains
tum out to be unnecessaly the problem
being that there is usually no way for the ręader
to know which of them these will be.

This waY of structuring a dissertation is the norm in
Poland and indeed may well have been
required of the doctoral candidate and, as such,
it would be unfair to be too harsh upon her for

having written her book that way. Therefore, I will simply say that, given her evident
detęrmination to communicate with the world scientific community, she should never writę
this waY again. The structure of the book should be thę structure of the argument she wishes
to Present, and concepts as well as distinctions shotrld be introduced as ancl when they
are
necessary to make her point. This ensures that the reader is able to follow the author's
intent
and to judge the relevance of the idęas that are being introduced, thereby making it possible
to
immediatelY relate them to other ideas and, in effect, understand them and remember them to
a much greater degree. As it is, it would have been best for KP to have written a very
shor1
introductorY chapter and then jumped straight into the material that she discusses in chapters
tlrree and four.
The Problem that the structure of the argument and the structure of the book are not aligned
with each other arguably continues in the last two chapters where Kp presents the two
main
aPProaches she wishes to evaluate. Her choice has been to first present cultural adaptationism

and then to turn her focus on cultural epidemiology. I should note that her discussion
of
cultural ePidemiology is less than half as long as that of the first of the approaches * a

mismatch which suggests either that she grew tired of the material or that she had made most
of her Points in the previous chapter. While this is not as clear a case as with the first two
chaPters, I would suggest that if she wished to compare the two approaches she
should have
not discussed each in turn but chosen to examine the two simultaneously. The structure
of the
book would then be motivated by the different kinds of evidence that the two approaches
need
to consider: with chapters to consider the historical, psychological and conceptual
issues.

A

further significant issue with the structuring of this thesis is the signpostirrg. While
Kp
begins each section of her book with a short outline of the material in that section.
her

are quite crYPtic, The problem is that while

outlines

KP explains what she will do in each section,

she

tYPicallY does not explain how she will do it nor does she necessarily explain what
role the
section PlaY in her overall argument. The result is that quite often I was at
a loss as to the
PurPoSe of Particular Passages. The aim for the author should be to make sure that, for any
single Sentence, the reader wili be able to understand why it is necessary to reach
the overall
conclusion. This aim works both ways, of course. It also means that the author
must know the
role ęach sentence plays in the overarching argument.
Part of the Problem is that the author does not really bring together
all of the material she
Presents in her book, The conclusions are hurried so that after having examined the two
different aPProaches there is little effort put into a substantive comparison
between them,

Their analyses function for the most part as separate

Having said this, the two substantive chapters (3 & 4) are generally well-structured _
the
exceptions to this being spelled out in my later cornments.
Scope
The question of the relationship between religion and morality is of significant
general
scientific interest and one of the central issues within the field of cognitive
science of religion.
As such, KP's choice of topic is without any doubt of scientific value. What is more,
the

debate regarding it within cognitive science of religion is both lively and clearly progressing
forward with important new research appearing very regularly. As such, the debate makes for

difficult thesis topic. The difficulty lies in framing the exact scope of thesis
in such a way that it is doable in just a few years and in ensuring that the end result is up-todate with a rapidly changing field. While KP has managed the latter, I feel that she has
an interesting but

somewhat over-reached herself in terms of the former.

KP decided to look

at two different approaches to the relationship between religion and
morality that are currently being developed within cognitive science of religion. She examines
them from the point of view of a naturalized philosophy of science. While this requires her to
focus her discussion on theoretical issues, it also forces her to engage closely with the
concrete results obtained, as well as the methods used to obtain them. Since cognitive science
of religion is highly multidisciplinary. the material KP has to explore is very, broad. That KP
mostly does justice to it, shows that she is a young scholar with great promise. Even so, I
would argue that it would have been better had she chosen to focus upon only one of thę two
approaches she examines. This is particularly true given that she has not fully taken advantage
of her examination of the two approaches by properly comparing the two, as has already been
pointed out,

Scholarship

KP has

a good grasp of the literature

within cognitive science of religion that is of relevance
to her thęsis. For the most part I am happy with her choice of work to look at and her
understanding of it. Similarly, for a number of scientific fields outside of cognitive science of
religion, but of relevance to her work. Even so. the book would have benefitted significantly
from a closer engagement with a few areas outside of cognitive science of religion and KP's
treatment of several key issues is troubling.
The first of these is the relationship between prosocial behavior, morality and altruism. The
problem is that she seeks to explain what morality and prosociality are in the context of
cognitive scięnce of religion without properly grounding the discussion in an understanding of
altruism, which is the key concept for any discussion of morality or prosociality that is
informed by evolutionary theory. This leads to a number of difficulties. Firstly, she seems to
identify prosociality and morality as too closely aligned. While many authors do this, it would
be well to recognize that what is moral and what is prosocial can, and do, often differ in
radical ways. Secondly, she seems to fail to recognize that for the purposes of the topic at
hand what is important is not so much any objective morality but the beliefs that people have
regarding what is moral. In the context of cognitive science of religion the significance of

morality is prinrarily that it is a means by wlrich people in a cultural setting are motivated to
act in parlicular ways, at times in prosocial ways. Again. authors writing irr the field often fail
to acknowledge this adequately but it would be hoped that someone with a philosophical
background would.
Continuing with this general topic, KP distinguishes between parochial and universal
Prosociality, drawing upon the work of a number of people in the field. Unfortunately, I am
somewhat skeptical of the concept of universal prosociality, and the use that KP makes of it

raises a number of questions. What is the difference between universal prosociality
and
universal altruism? How could it be anyhing but maladaptive? How is this kind
of
ProsocialitY to be distinguished from examples of reciprocal altruism, etc.? Some religions,
such as christianity, do make claims to a universal altruism, But there is a world

of difference

between the stated ideology and the actual behavior of the proponents. Aiding
outgroup
members with the hoPe of getting them to join the faith would not seem to be a good example

of universal Prosociality, given the obvious goal, as węll as the capacity of religions such as
ChristianitY to react violently against religious outgroups. pointing out that Christianity
accePts members of different ethnic groups merely points out that it constructs its ingroup
on
a cultural/religious basis rather than on an ethnic basis, not that it supporls universal

ProsocialitY. It does not help that her examples come from the time when Christianity was one
of the religions within a pluralist Roman society, that pluralism forcing the religions to
function in a verY different way from the way thev work in a religiously homogenous
society
such as the later Roman Empire or Medieval Europe.
SecondlY, the main distinction in KA's thesis is between cultural adaptationism and cultural
ePidemiologY. The waY that KA uses this distinction has several problems including
one that
reaPPears in several other cases. The way she speaks of cultural adaptationism
and cultural
ePidemiologY vacillates between a description of the status quo in the field _ which is

fairly

accurate notwithstanding some further objections
- and something akin to a logica1 analysis of
the Possible Stances that can be taken. This second stance is notjustified and
does not appear
to be exPresslY intended by KA but, nonetheless, some of the ways she writes invite

this
interPretation. In much the same way, KA vacillates between her thesis evaluating
two
Potential views regarding the relationship between religion and morality and evaluating the
concrete views of Particular authors expressed in specific papers. Thus, when
originally

Presenting the Positions. she nrainly discusses them as possible positions to hold, in
abstraction from concrete exanlples: but when dealirlg with tlre positions in detail
she comes
to discuss sPecilic authors and publicatiorrs. The problem is particularly
sharp in the case of

'cultural ePidemiology' whose very characterization as epidemiology seęms
both unnecessary
and weaklY justified, the proper explanation of what it entail coming quite
late in the structure
of the thesis. Another aspect of this general issue is that she has in numerous places
criticized
various asPects of the actual positions held by Norenzayan and Boyer
- the two researchers
whose work she comes to focus upon without, in most cases, an
attempt to present the
significance of those aspects for the positions that these researchers hold. Thus,
it is all_to_
often unclear if she has a major objection or merely a quibble. it would
have helped if she,d
simPlY stated that she was going to discuss the most significant examples
of adaptationist and
nonadaPtationist views regarding religion (where the example of nonadaptationism
is strongly
influenced by Sperber's epidemiology).
ThirdlY. KA often comes to talk about 'religion' in wa1,,s that are problematic.
While some
such loose talk is often necessary and even heipful in explaining
some views,

KA seems to
overuse the categorY. Cognitive scientists of religion are generally very
wary of putting any
theoretical weight uPon the category of religion, with the great majority
claiming that there is
no natural kind of religion so that the category should not be used
as a crucial one in scientific

e\planations.VeryoftenKAwouldhavebenefittedfromtalkingaboutspecificmechanisms
36 she talks
is when on

,religion,. The prime examPle of this
Page
involved with
,reiigion in general' where she really is talking about specific mechanisms
of
diff,rculties when shę
the problem leading to further
religious beliefs and practices, with
can be seen
in th, book, on page 224,thtsover_emphasis
retums to the term on page 44.Later
novęl solution whereas it is
the idea of a package view as a
in the way kA comes to suggest
of religion,
thę norm within cognitive science

rather than speaking about

Fourthly,

KA

as that
in characte rizingthe suPernatural
goes along with a number of authors

whichviolatesournaturalontologicalexpectations.Whilethisisacommonlyheldviewithas
as they standardly violate
scientific claims supernatural
the unforlunate effect of making

ontologicalexpectations.ItwouldhavebeenbettertomakeuseofBobMcCauley's
and maximally
minimally counterintuitive (folk religion)
distinction between views that a
counterintuitive (science and theology),

significance within
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philosophers it is all
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be well if kA stayed aware of
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of religious
to simply ignore the potential significance
the thesis in which KA seemed
of religious
,fiects would bę due to the content
practices and assume that any p1.o,o,iul
beliefs and
of anxiety for causing supernatural
beliefs. The second is the significance
of secularization
lacuna is most evident in her discussion
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significant explanation that is currently
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fall short in signiticant ways. Scientific
If we, as
does and yet it has been very successful,
rigor that philosophical methodology

argumentatiorr that are used within

philosophers of science, are to make a useful contribution to the general scientific debate we
should be careful to show how the thirrgs we care and know about irnpact the issues that
scientists are concerned witlr.
In the specific case of evolutionary explanations of human behavior, the

difficulty with

showing the truth of any particular claim is well known at least since Tinbergen outlined the
various questions that have to be answered to provide a full account. People in the f,reld are
generally aware of this and that any research is necessarily only looking at parls of that
picture. KA does not show awareness of this general issue and, thereby, seems to demand too
much of tlre work that has been carried out. Analogously, when looking at historical casęs,
KA appears to expect that general sociological theories will account for all of the possible
examples. Identifying particular counterexamples raises the objection that she may be chenY-

picking them - a point she raises earlier in her discussion of the need for large historical data
Sets.

This issue is very much connected to the one I raised earlier about KA failing to explain the
significance of many of tlre points she raises, A very concrete way to do that would have been
for KA to propose experimental tests in which the distinctions she outlines could be borne to
bear upon empirical matters. More generally, it would have been good if rather than largely
critiquing the approaches she examines, KA had done more to try and fix the shortcomings
she has identified.
This leads to a further, connected qualm I have about KA's method. In her efforl to criticize
the approaches she looks at she sometimes fails to treat them fairly. An example of this is on
page 139 where she cites thę criticisms of the BBS article by Norenzayan but fails to discuss
the author's response that is always included in that journal.

conclusions
The thesis has raised a significant scientific issue that is currently open to investigation. It has
tried to cast light upon it using philosophical methods and used those methods for the most
part correctly. It shows a familiarity with the relevant scientific literature even though there
are certain lacuna that it would have been better to have filled before submitting. It is wellwritten, though its overall structure would have benefitted from a fundamental rethink.

Overall, I find the thesis competent though not unproblęmatic.
I recommend that this thesis be accepted as the basis for granting

title of Doctor of Philosophy.

Karolina Prochownik the

